ABSTRACT In content-centric networking (CCN), the content is retrieved based on its name with the aid of in-network caching, instead of relying on IP address. Since the number of content names is several orders of magnitude higher than that of IP addresses, it presents a significant scalability challenge. Moreover, CCN caches content in every passed router, so multiple identical copies may exist among nearby routers. To address these problems, we propose two-level virtual domain routing (TVDR) utilizing the concept of the virtual domain to reduce FIB entries maintained in the network. To improve cache utilization, we introduce a new caching strategy TVDR-Membership to assign cache capacity. To demonstrate the feasibility of TVDR, We evaluate the TVDR against classical CCN and hash-based routing to assess its feasibility. Results show that TVDR effectively improves scalability and cache utilization and decreases processing delay to fetch contents.
consumer demand, the name resolution service is triggered. This retrieves the location of the desired content from the name resolution system, which maintains the routes to the all contents. The scalability is achieved at the price of an additional external name resolution process.
In addition, for most of the content routing schemes [11] , [13] , the route stored in FIB points to the original source, and the fetched content is cached in routers along the reverse route. Therefore, only the copies cached along the route (i.e., on-path) can be used, while those cached off-path cannot be hit. Apparently, copies cached in routers have not been fully exploited to meet consumer demands. Moreover, improving cache utilization is also challenging in CCN.
With the above consideration, we introduce the concept of virtual domains -domains that are not bound to physical routers and built with hierarchical content names, which was proposed in our preliminary work [14] to facilitate name aggregation without compromising the advantages of CCN features such as name and address decoupling. We then propose a Two-level Virtual Domain Routing (TVDR) to address the FIB scalability issue. Meanwhile, to improve cache utilization, we present a caching strategy to determine which content can be cached in which routers and design a simple cache allocation method TVDR-Membership to optimize cache capacity assignment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the background and analyze the pros and cons of related works. In Section III, we describe TVDR in detail, including the router model, forwarding and caching strategies.
In section IV, we analyze and evaluate the performance of TVDR. In Section V, we draw conclusions and anticipate future researches.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS A. BACKGROUND
In CCN, content is the first-class citizen identified by a unique hierarchical and length-variable name with several delimited components, e.g., /http/net/kcoffee/blog. To support name-based content routing, FIB is built for registered name prefixes with routes pointing to original sources. CCN carries out communication with two kinds of packets: Interest and Data. A consumer expresses content demand with an Interest packet which carries the name of the desired content. Once the content is found, it is forwarded by a Data packet to the consumer.
To support packet forwarding, each CCN router maintains the three data structures: Content Store (CS), which is used for caching contents from the received Data packets; Pending Interest Table ( PIT), which is used for recording the forwarded Interest packets and waiting for the corresponding Data packets; FIB, which is similar to its counterpart in the IP router except that the IP address prefix is replaced by the name prefix and multiple forwarding interfaces are provided to each name prefix. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , when a CCN router receives an Interest packet, it inquires its CS with the requested content name first. If a match is found, it returns the corresponding Data packet immediately. Otherwise, the router checks if there is a matching PIT entry. If there is, the incoming face and the nonce of the Interest packet are populated into the matched PIT entry. Otherwise, a new PIT entry for the Interest packet is created in the PIT, and the Interest packet is forwarded to the next hop router(s) with the outgoing face(s) obtained from FIB using Longest Prefix Matching (LPM). When the desired content is found, it is encapsulated into Data packet(s) and forwarded to the consumer along the reverse route based on the forwarding information in PIT. Meanwhile, the desired content is cached with the de factor caching strategy, Leaving Copies Everywhere (LCE) along the delivery path.
B. RELATED WORK
Many researchers sought to address the scalability issue in CCN.
Some solutions were proposed to decrease FIB entries by exploiting the knowledge of network topology. Carrying on the concept of ISP-based aggregation proposed in [11] which aggregates content names into ISP name, [13] applies the idea of ''Map-and-Encap'' to scale content routing. It proposes two different ways to carry ISP information in the Interest packet: name concatenation and forwarding alias. The former assigns each content a provider-dependent name (ISP name added as the prefix of content name), and fetches the desired content using such name. The latter creates a new field in the Interest packet to carry the ISP name which is used to do routing for the Interest packet. Although both name concatenation and forwarding alias can decrease FIB size to ISPs scale, the binding between content and ISP goes against the name and address decoupling feature. As a result, the name concatenation encounters the undesired problems when the content is multi-homing or moves to other ISPs. For forwarding alias, as illustrated in [15] , an additional mapping service is needed to map the content name to the ISP name. In [16] , a hyperbolic routing was introduced to scale content routing and compromising on shortest-path routing. What's more, it needs to manage mapping from name prefix to hyperbolic coordinate in a distributed database (such as NDNS [17] ) to provide DNS-like lookup service. Thus, to obtain the desired content, the consumer must communicate with the database to get the corresponding coordinates.
An alternative is to reduce the FIB size by only managing a subset of routes. In [12] , a lookup-and-cache routing scheme was presented. It limits the size of FIB by caching only a subset of routes to support scalability. When a router misses the routing information, it obtains the route from a DNS-like name resolution system and caches the route in its FIB. The lookup-and-cache routing scheme can improve routing scalability to some extent, but the communication with the name resolution system inevitably affects efficiency. A name-based routing scheme αroute was proposed to address scalability in [18] . It builds a name-based DHT to manage location of name prefix hierarchically. When a router receives a content demand, it forwards the demand via the name-based Distributed Hash Table (DHT) to locate the desired content, then redirects the demand to the content location. Thus a path expansion is unavoidable. Similarly, [19] , [20] , and [21] which proposed to distribute routes among routers based on the DHT technology, have the limitation as well.
Both the binding between content and topology [11] , [13] , [15] , [16] and routes subset management [12] , [18] - [21] can achieve scalability but compromises the CCN features. In contrast, TVDR takes advantages of them to preserve the CCN features.
Another area that is getting more attention is in-network caching, not only in wireless network [22] - [24] , but also in wired networks. Some studies focused on cache resource allocation [25] , [26] , maximizing the cache utility with economic incentives. Others worked on content placement [27] , [28] , determining which contents are cached to satisfy future consumer demands with the smallest possible cache space. All of them do not take into consideration routing direction and make the cached copies be passively used on-path. To direct Interest packet to suitable cache, some schemes proposed to attract the Interest packet to the off-path cache [29] - [32] . In [29] , a novel routing scheme maintains the potential field for each copy which, is constructed by flooding an advertisement message within a limited scope to attract the corresponding Interest packets passing nearby, and thus improves cache utilization. In [30] , a hash-based solution shaped by DHT was proposed. In this scheme, every content is assigned a cache router to cache its copy. Once an Interest packet is received, the edge router hashes the name of the desired content to identify the cache router responsible for the desired content, and then forwards the Interest packet to that router.
The desired content can be obtained either from the CS of that router or from the original source reached through the route managed in that router. The detouring improves cache utilization with the price incurred by communication with cache routers. To reduce the latency caused by the detouring, a K-split distance hashing routing is proposed in [31] as a improved version of [30] . It introduced the k-split clustering technique to drop the latency by splitting domains in clusters. In [32] , a hybrid cache coordination scheme divides the network into core and edge areas. It performs on-path cache coordination policy in the edge areas and hash-based cache coordination policy (similar to [30] ) in the core areas to balance consumer experience (on delay) and cache utilization.
Although [29] , [30] , [31] , and [32] can direct the Interest packet to the cached copy effectively, they paid the cost of either detouring [30] - [32] or additional signaling overhead [29] . What's more, they work as a supplementary to the original routing algorithm. In contrast, TVDR directs the Interest packet to cache at birth.
III. ROUTING FRAMEWORK
To address the scalability issue and improve cache utilization, we propose TVDR with the following components: a router model to support the introduction of virtual domains, a forwarding strategy to steer the Interest Packet to the cached copy/original content, a caching strategy to improve cache utilization, and a modified Packet processing to support communication.
A. THE CONCEPT OF VIRTUAL DOMAIN
In CCN, the hierarchically structured names are managed and aggregated similar to IP. However, IP addresses reveal the physical domain relationships while the hierarchical names cannot. Therefore, we introduce the concept of virtual domains to correspond to these virtual locations (names). For example, when a consumer demands a content named /kcoffee/blog/alice/v1, we fetch the content by first accessing the (virtual) domain koffee and then entering the sub-domain blog and so on. These domains are created with content names instead of physical locations.
Because the content name has a variable length, and the name space of contents is unbounded, we partition the name components into fixed-length name segments and get the domain name by hashing these segments in order to limit the size of the virtual domains. In this paper, we build two-level virtual domains as a simple implementation of hierarchical virtual domain. After partitioning the name components into two name segments, we hash each segment and use the hash value as a domain name component. A virtual domain /D1/D2 represents all the names of which the first name segment can be hashed to the value D1 and the second one to D2. If the name of the content could be hashed as /D1/D2, the content is in the charge of domain /D1/D2; the route to the content and the copies of the content are managed in /D1/D2 as well. TVDR then embeds these virtual domains into physical routers similar to network virtualization [33] . Each router can become a member of a different domain at a different level (or even no domain at all) depending on the name prefix it serves. For example, in Fig. 2 , since the end host E 1 provides the name prefix /koffee/alice/blog which is in the charge of /D1/D2, the router R 8 , that is directly connected to E 1 resides in /D1/D2 and belongs to the upper domain /D1. R 7 , which resides in /D1/D2, also belongs to /D1. In addition, R 1 , R 5 and R 9 , which reside in /D1/D1, belong to /D1; the others do not have any domain. Consequently, a router, which resides in leaf domain, also belongs to the relevant upper domain, and is called a TVDR router to distinguishing it from the others.
B. ROUTER MODEL
In TVDR, each router has content awareness and is identified by a unique ID. It inherits the data structures of the CCN router, such as CS, PIT and FIB. However, considering the changes brought about by the introduction of virtual domain, the classical FIB structure in a CCN router is modified to support routing across virtual domains. Meanwhile, a Name Resolution Module (NRM) is created to transform the content name to a virtual domain name, and a Link State Database (LSDB) is equipped to maintain topology information.
1) NRM
To address the scalability issue, we leverage virtual domain to enhance name aggregation so that routes to name prefixes belonging to the same virtual domain can be aggregated with a route to the virtual domain. Hence, obtaining the virtual domain of the name prefix is critical. In this paper, each router is equipped with an NRM to transform the content name or name prefix to a virtual domain name. Since a twolevel virtual domain structure is built in TVDR, NRM gets the virtual domain of the content or name prefix using the following Equation:
when Name is the content name or name prefix. NRM (Name) represents the name of virtual domain responsible for the content name or name prefix. X and Y indicate that the first name segment consists of the first X name components in Name, and the second name segment consists of the followed Y name components in Name. We get NRM (Name) by hashing the two name segments. For example, when X equals 2 and Y equals 1, the content /kcoffee/blog/alice/v1 can obtain its virtual domain by hashing /kcoffee/blog and /alice. If hash(/kcoffee/blog)= D1 and hash(/alice)=D2, the content /kcoffee/blog/alice/v1 belongs to domain /D1/D2. To highlight the significance of /D1/D2 on /kcoffee/blog/alice /v1, we call /D1/D2 as the Responsible Virtual Domain (RVD) for /kcoffee /blog/alice/v1 to distinguish it from other domains. Hence, for each content or name prefix, we can get its RVD name with Equation.1.
2) FIB
TVDR manages routes to name prefixes within the RVDs, and aggregates routes across domains with routes to virtual domains. Therefore, the FIB of TVDR not only provides intra-domain routes to name prefixes in order to locate the original sources, but also maintains inter-domain routes to virtual domains in order to direct the Interest packet to the RVD. Accordingly, different from CCN which only uses name prefix as routing identity, TVDR has two kinds of routing identities: domain name and name prefix. FIB in TVDR is built with two kinds of routing tables: InterFIB and IntraFIB. InterFIB manages inter-domain routes with domain names as indexes. IntraFIB is a series of intra-domain tables which store the intra-domain routes with name prefixes as indexes.
Considering that virtual domains are built hierarchically, TVDR routers belong to the upper domains of the leaf domains in which they reside. For each TVDR router, the FIB is built hierarchically based on the virtual domains which it belongs to. From top (root domain) to bottom (leaf domain), a domain table is attached to store routes to the sub-domains of the virtual domain. For the leaf domain, an intra-domain table is associated to store routes to name prefixes registered in this leaf domain. Since TVDR manages a two-level virtual domain structure, the InterFIB of TVDR router is constructed with a Level-1 (referred to as Lv.1) domain table for the root domain (referred to as Lv.0 domain) and some Level-2 (referred to as Lv.2) domain tables for the Lv.1 domains to which the TVDR router belongs. Fig. 3 shows an example of FIB layout of the TVDR router R 8 in Fig. 2 . Since R 8 resides in /D1/D2, it belongs to the Lv.1 domain /D1 and the root domain. Accordingly, R 8 maintains a Lv.1 domain table to store the routes to Lv.1 domains, i.e., sub-domains of the root domain. As shown in Fig. 3 , in the Lv.1 domain table, for /D2 to which R 8 does not belongs, a route to R 1 which is the closest member of /D2 to R 8 is stored, and for /D1 to which R 8 belongs, the next hop points to a Lv.2 domain table which stores routes to sub-domains of /D1. In the Lv.2 domain table, because R 8 resides in the leaf domain /D1/D2, the next hop for /D1/D2 points to an intra-domain table which stores routes to name prefixes registered in /D1/D2. Finally, in the intra-domain table, for each name prefix, the original source or service router (the router connected to the original source directly) is stored as the next hop. For instance, since the name prefix /kcoffee/... is provided by the end host connected to R 8 directly, we store the original source E1 as the next hop, while for /facebook/..., we store R7 which is its service router as the next hop.
For a router that does not reside in any virtual domain, the route to the root domain is maintained in its FIB. In Fig. 2 , the router R 6 does not belong to any virtual domain, so the route to the root domain with the closest TVDR router R 7 is maintained as the next hop in order to direct Interest packets to the root domain.
Although TVDR adds InterFIB to maintain routes to virtual domains, the routes to the entire registered name prefixes have been partitioned and scattered into their own RVDs. Thus, a TVDR router only maintains routes to name prefixes registered in the leaf domains in which it resides, and stores routes to domains which it does not belong to. Consequently, the number of FIB entries is decreased by enhancing name aggregation with virtual domains.
3) LSDB
As shown in Fig. 3 , the routes are maintained in FIB with router IDs rather than outgoing faces as the next hops. Moreover, the next hop obtained from the FIB can be a router that is not adjacent to the current router. Thus, the router in TVDR needs knowledge about routes to routers. Similar to NLSR, we maintain a LSDB for each router by flooding Adjacency LSAs in the network to provide topology information for the router. Once the router finds the next hop for the Interest packet from its FIB, it forwards the Interest packet to the next hop with the route calculated with the information in the LSDB.
C. FORWARDING MECHANISM IN TVDR
As shown in Fig. 3 , TVDR manages FIB in a hierarchical way. Similar to the forwarding strategy in CCN, it leverages the LPM strategy to look up the next hop for the Interest packet as well. CCN only uses name prefix as the routing identity, while TVDR uses domain name as the routing identity for inter-domain routing and name prefix as the routing identity for intra-domain routing. Accordingly, TVDR implements two kinds of LPM strategies: Longest Domain name Prefix Matching (LDPM) and Longest Content name Prefix Matching (LCPM), which are used in InterFIB and IntraFIB respectively. When a router receives an Interest packet which needs to be forwarded, it performs the following process to get the next hop. First, the router transforms the desired content to the RVD name in NSM. Then the router checks its FIB against the RVD name in InterFIB by LDPM. If the matching InterFIB entry points to an intra-domain table, the attached intra domain table is queried by LCPM to get the service router or the original source of the desired content as the next hop; otherwise, we get the related upper domain member or the RVD member as the next hop. Lastly, the route to the next hop is calculated with the information stored in the LSDB, and the Interest packet is forwarded. Fig. 2 illustrates Interest packet forwarding in TVDR. The arrows in Fig. 2 represent the routes for /D1 and /D1/D2., which are calculated with the help of LSDB. When R3 receives an Interest packet asking for /kcoffee/blog/alice/v1, it gets the RVD /D1/D2 by Equation (1) in NSM. After checking InterFIB by LDPM, R 3 forwards the Interest packet to R1 which is the nearest member of the upper domain /D1. Once the Interest packet is received, R1 checks the InterFIB by LDPM to get the next hop R 7 , which is the nearest member of the RVD /D1/D2, and then forwards the Interest packet to R7. When the Interest packet arrives at R7, R 7 does not need to forward the Interest packet to /D1/D2 further because it resides in D1/D2. Thus, R 7 executes LCPM in the intra-domain table of /D1/D2 to obtain the service router R8, and forwards the Interest packet to R8 in order to get the desired content from the end host E 1 .
In summary, TVDR leverages LDPM to forward the Interest packet to the RVD where the desired content is provided, and then the desired content is accessed within the RVD through the corresponding intra-domain route obtained by the LCPM.
D. CACHING IN TVDR
Since the classical caching strategy LCE caches content in every passed router and the maintained routes direct Interest packets to original sources in CCN, caches are consumed by a lot of adjacent redundant copies and rely on opportunistic forwarding in CCN. Therefore, determining which content can be cached in which router becomes the crux of improving cache utilization. In view of the fact that TVDR directs Interest packets to the RVDs to find the desired contents, we propose a caching strategy that caches contents within the corresponding RVDs. The number of the redundant copies can be reduced by narrowing down the caching scope of contents to the RVD. Moreover, the cache hit opportunity can be increased by caching content in the RVD members to which Interest packets are directed. Therefore, to maintain copies within its RVDs, TVDR caches the content only in the RVD members of that content along the delivery route.
For example, in the forwarding case shown in Fig. 2 , once the content /kcoffee/blog/alice/v1 is obtained from E1 during the content delivery, the content can only be cached in R 8 and R 7 which belong to the RVD /D1/D2. When there are subsequent Interest packets asking for /kcoffee/blog/alice/v1, they can get the copies from the RVD members R 8 and R 7 .
Since TVDR manages copies within the corresponding RVDs, a TVDR router caches one content only when it resides in the RVD of the content. Thus, the more RVDs a TVDR router resides in, the more contents the TVDR router can cache. Moreover, TVDR directs the Interest packet to the corresponding RVD to get the desired original content or its copy. A TVDR router, which works as a member in more RVDs, is likely to receive more Interest packets. Thus the copies cached in the TVDR router have more opportunities to be hit. Therefore, for each TVDR router, the number of RVDs in which it resides (i.e., the number of the resident domains) has influence on its cache utilization. Inspired by this, we propose a simple cache assignment method called TVDR-Membership, which allocates network cache capacity to each TVDR router under the rule that the cache capacity (i.e., the number of CS units) of each TVDR router equals M times of the number of its resident domains. We verify the feasibility of this TVDR-Membership in Section IV-C.1.
E. INTEREST AND DATA PACKET PROCESSING IN TVDR
To support communication in TVDR, Interest and Data packet processing are inherited from CCN, as described in Fig. 1 , but some modifications are made to adapt to the changes in the router model. Moreover, some modifications are made in the packet processing to ensure contents being cached within the RVD. Fig. 4 describes the modified packet processing in TVDR. Since the changes of FIB structure, the next hop obtained from FIB may be a nonadjacent router. Thus, as shown in the PIT module, the incoming faces of Interest packets are changed into the last hop router which performs strategy described in Section III-C and forwards the Interest packet to the current router. Furthermore, to support routing with router ID, LDSB is accessed to get the route to the router. Once the the next hop is obtained from the FIB, the Interest packet is forwarded to the next hop along the route calculated with information in the LDSB. The same processing is performed for the Data packet. When a router gets the last hop from the responding PIT entry, it accesses LSDB to get the route to the last hop. In addition, to realize the caching strategy proposed in Section III-D, a cache flag is added to the PIT entry to denote whether to cache the returned Data packet or not. If the next hop is obtained from IntraFIB with LCPM, we set the cache flag to ''true''; otherwise, the cache flag is set to ''false''. Accordingly, when the Data packet arrives at the router, we check the corresponding cache flag recorded in PIT. If and only if the cache flag is ''true'', the content is cached in CS. As a result, the content can only be cached within the RVD.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. EVALUATION SETUP
We implemented the proposed TVDR over a RocketFuel topology (AS1239, Sprintlink). It has 315 routers. We added an edge router to each router and placed 945 end hosts. A random data set having 200,000 5-level random content names under 10,000 nonpolymerizable name prefixes, and a practical data set having 8,142,708 content names under 196,202 nonpolymerizable name prefixes got from the Content Name Collection (CNC) [34] were used in the simulation under the 20:80 service model, where 20% of the end hosts served 80% of the content of the data set. We assumed that the desired content expressed by an Interest packet can be encapsulated in one Data packet, and each Data packet can be cached in the router's CS with one CS unite. Once the CS is full, for a new coming Data packet, the cache replacement is performed according to the Least Recently Used (LRU). To evaluate the performance of TVDR, we built the two-level virtual domain with both X and Y used in NSM are set to 2, and compared TVDR with the classical CCN routing in [5] (denoted as CCN), MAEN proposed in [15] , and the K-split distance hashing routing in [31] (denoted as K-split HR) in scalability, cache utilization and efficiency.
MAEN is a representative of the ISP-based aggregation approach which we used for inspiration to propose the concept of virtual domain. It deals with the FIB scalability issue by introducing a DNS-like system NDNS to manage the mapping from the content names to the original server addresses. Once there is no matched route for the Interest packet, a iterative NDNS query will be performed by the recursive NDNS resolver to get the address of the original server. [15] just gave a design concept of MAEN to solve the FIB scalability issue, did not describe how to implement MAEN. By assuming each router is a ISP, we just treat MAEN as a benchmark approach which reflects the results that ISP-based aggregation approach can achieve in scalability, do not analysis its performance in cache utilization and efficiency.
K-split HR obtains the route to content from the corresponding cache router. Although it was previously employed to improve cache utilization, we believe it can provide scalability by scattering routes among cache routers. Hence, to further verify the scalability of TVDR, we treat K-split HR as a representative of the distributed routing management approach. To guarantee the reachability of contents in K-split HR, each content registers its original source in the service router, and then the service router registers the route to the content in the corresponding cache router.
B. SCALABILITY 1) THE IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF DOMAINS ON SCALABILITY
As shown in Fig. 3 , the FIB of TVDR router is comprised of the InterFIB and the IntraFIB which use domain names and name prefixes as routing identities respectively. The TVDR router's FIB size is affected not only by the number of name prefixes but also by the number of virtual domains. Therefore, we evaluated the impact of the number of virtual domains on the FIB size first to get the setting of the two-level virtual domains built in TVDR. In the experiments, we tuned the number of virtual domains by adjusting the hash table size used in NSM and used the average FIB entries (represented as Avg.FIB entries) as the metric to measure the FIB size.
As shown in Fig. 5 , whether in random or practical data set, with the growth of virtual domains, the InterFIB size increases while the IntraFIB size decreases. The FIB size does not simply decrease or increases with virtual domains. When the rate of the number of domains to the number of contents is less than 4.5%, the FIB size declines with the decreasing of the IntraFIB size. However, when the number of domains is more than 4.5% of the number of contents, the FIB size grows with the InterFIB size. Therefore, balancing the InterFIB size and the IntraFIB size is vital in minimizing the FIB size. For InterFIB, the more the virtual domains, the more the FIB entries are maintained in InterFIB. Thus, the Inter-FIB size increases with the number of virtual domains. For IntraFIB, the more the virtual domains, the larger the hash table, and the fewer the hash collisions. As a result, there are fewer name prefixes managed in each leaf domain. Thus, with the growth of virtual domains, the size of each intra-domain table decreases. However, for each TVDR router, the number of intra-domain tables maintained in its IntraFIB is determined by the number of leaf domains in which the TVDR router resides. As shown in Fig. 6 , the average number of leaf domains in which each TVDR router resides (represented as Avg. resident domains) increases with virtual domains. Consequently, different from the size of intra-domain table, the number of intra-domain tables maintained in IntraFIB increases with virtual domains. It's difficult to formulate the influence of the number of virtual domains on the IntraFIB size. Hence, we leave it as future work to improve the scalability of TVDR, and validate its performance with the best setting of the number of virtual domains which we can obtain from Fig. 5 . Accordingly, we ran TVDR with the two-level virtual domain built with the number of domains is 4.5% of the number of contents hereafter.
2) SCALABILITY OF TVDR
To evaluate the scalability of TVDR, we compared it with CCN, MAEN and K-split HR on the FIB size of each router over the random and practical data set. Fig. 7 shows the comparison results.
In CCN, each router maintains routes to the all registered name prefixes. TVDR scatters these routes among virtual domains. Although it needs to maintain routes to virtual domains, as shown in Fig. 7 , it stores fewer FIB entries than VOLUME 6, 2018 CCN. For MAEN, since it achieves the ISP-based aggregation with the help of NDNS, the scale of data has less influence in it. As shown in Fig. 7 , upon the random data set where there is only 10,000 name prefixes, the FIB entries maintained in TVDR is less than MAEN due to the scale of topology, while when the number of name prefixes increases to 196,202 in the practical data set, the FIB entries maintained in MAEN was little affected and much less than that in TVDR. Although MAEN reduce the FIB entries dramatically, it is still an immature solution. It removes the problem from FIB scalability to NDNS management which brings out a lot of issues such as NDNS synchronization, NDNS deployment and the traffic overhead and time delay caused by the iterative NDNS query. For K-split HR, similar to TVDR, routes are scattered among cache routers. Each cache router only maintains routes for the contents it is in charge of, and each content only has one cache router. This means that there are no redundant routes to contents in cache routers. TVDR, on the other hand, may have redundant routes maintained in domain members because each domain can be deployed on multiple TVDR routers. Nevertheless, K-split HR builds routes to contents with the full content names as indexes rather than name prefixes. As shown in Fig. 7 , it still needs to maintain more FIB entries than TVDR. In addition, comparing the results in Fig. 7a and 7b , it can be observed that the more contents represented by the name prefixes, the stronger the advantage of TVDR over K-split HR in scalability. Thus, TVDR can work as a scalability routing scheme which reduces the FIB entries feasibility and effectively.
C. CACHE UTILIZATION
As an important feature of CCN, in-network caching is introduced to improve network performance. Since the cache capacity is limited, cache utilization becomes an important metric to evaluate the content routing performance.
To assess the cache utilization of TVDR, upon 10 6 Interest packets generated from the random data set, we first demonstrated the feasibility of TVDR-Membership. Then, based on TVDR-Membership, we used the following metrics to compare TVDR with CCN and K-split HR: cache occupancy rate, which is the rate of the occupied CS units to the entire CS units provided in network; cache diversity, which refers to the number of distinct contents cached in network; cache redundancy rate, which is the rate of the number of redundant copies to the total number of copies; cache hit rate, which is the rate of the number of Interest packets satisfied by the cached copies to the total number of Interest packets.
1) FEASIBILITY VERIFICATION OF TVDR-MEMBERSHIP
TVDR-Membership allocates cache capacity among routers according to the number of their own resident domains. To verify its impact on cache utilization, we assigned each TVDR router the same CS units and calculated the number of cache hits and the occupied CS units for each TVDR router. Fig. 8 shows the results under different cache capacities: a small cache capacity with 15 CS units; a medium cache capacity with 149 CS units, and a large cache capacity with 500 CS units. Wherein the green curve shows the number of domains in which each TVDR router resides, the blue curve and the red curve reflect the number of CS units which each TVDR router occupied and the number of cache hit occurred in each TVDR router, respectively. In Fig. 8a , we can see that for each TVDR router, it almost makes full use of its CS when the cache capacity is small, and the number of cache hits is related to its resident domains. From Fig.8b and 8c , it can be seen that, the number of cache hits in each TVDR router is affected not only by the number of its resident domains but also by the occupied CS units. The occupied CS units of each TVDR router is influenced by the number of its resident domains as well. In general, for each TVDR router, the more virtual domains it resides in, the higher CS units it will use, and the more cache hits will occur. Therefore, the cache utilization is related to the number of resident domains of TVDR routers, and it is reasonable to assign cache capacity according to the number of the router's resident domains.
To further evaluate the effectiveness of the TVDR-Membership, we compared it with the cache assignment method TVDR-Even, which assigns the entire network cache capacity to each TVDR router evenly. Fig. 9 shows the comparison of the results of the two cache assignment methods. We can see that for the same network cache capacity, TVDR-Membership uses more CS units, has more redundant copies, and caches more contents than TVDREven. As a result, TVDR-Membership has a higher cache hit rate than TVDR-Even, and outperforms TVDR-Even on cache utilization. Therefore, we can use TVDR-Membership to assign cache capacity for TVDR to make good use of network cache capacity hereafter. 
2) CACHE UTILIZATION OF TVDR
To evaluate the cache utilization of TVDR, we compared TVDR with CCN and K-split HR under the same network cache capacity. Here, CCN and K-split HR assign each router the same cache capacity. Fig. 10 illustrates the comparison results. Comparing with CCN where an Interest packet is forwarded to the original source and the Data packet is cached in every passed router, TVDR forwards the Interest packet to the RVD member and caches the Data packet only in the passed RVD members. Thus, TVDR reduces redundant copies by caching content only in the RVD members and increases the cache hit possibility by directing Interest packets to the RVD members. The network cache capacity is M times the total number of resident domains in every TVDR router according to the TVDR-Membership. The number of resident domains in each TVDR route is fixed. Under the same network cache capacity (represented by M in Fig. 10 ), CCN occupies more CS units than TVDR, but the copies cached in CCN has a higher redundancy rate than those in TVDR. In Fig. 10c , when M equals 2, TVDR can achieve more than 50% cache hit rate, which is 1.8 times that of CCN. With the growth of M , TVDR consistently outperforms CCN with more than 1.5 times the cache hit rate of CCN. It is apparent that TVDR has better performance than CCN on cache utilization.
For K-split HR, it assigns each content a cache router to cache the copy and directs the Interest packet to the cache router to improve cache utilization. Hence, there are no redundant copies. However, for TVDR, each RVD can have multiple members and thus each content registered in the RVD can have multiple copies cached in the RVD members. As shown in Fig. 10 , TVDR has a higher cache redundancy rate compared to K-split HR. However, with increasing network cache capacity, since TVDR uses more CS units than Ksplit HR (see Fig. 10a ), the cache hit rate of TVDR is closer to that of K-split HR. In Fig. 10c , TVDR reaches 70% cache hit rate, which is 12.5% less than the cache hit rate of K-split HR when M is 4. The gap decreases to 4% when M reaches 6 and almost zero when M is 9. That's proof that TVDR is competent in improving cache utilization.
D. EFFICIENCY
To evaluate routing efficiency, we used the following metrics: path stretch, FIB lookups, FIB lookup time and processing delay to measure content routing under each router having no cache capacity. For each Interest packet, path stretch is the rate of the number of physical links traversed to get the desired content from the original source to the number of physical links on the shortest path to the original source; FIB lookups denotes the number of the FIB lookup which is performed along the route; FIB lookup time is the time consumed to obtain the next hop from the FIB; the processing delay represents the total time consumed in every router along the route to forward Interest packet to the next hop. In this paper, TVDR, CCN and K-split HR dealt with the 10 6 Interest packets generated from the random data set. We computed the average values of the above metrics for each Interest packet.
In Fig. 11a , we can see that the value of the average path stretch for each Interest packet is 1 in CCN, because it forwards Interest packets to the original sources through the shortest paths. For TVDR, since it forwards the Interest packet to the RVD based on the domain name level-by-level, it is possible that the Interest packet can be directed away VOLUME 6, 2018 from the original source when there is no intermediate router belonging to the RVD along the shortest path. Therefore, compared with CCN, TVDR stretches the route of Interest packet. The average path stretch of TVDR is around 1.3 times that of CCN. K-split HR stretches the route to get the desired content as well because it may take a detour through the cache router, which may not be on the shortest path for the Interest packet. However, different from TVDR where each virtual domain has multiple members so that the router can choose the closest member as the next hop to reduce the path stretch, K-split HR assigns each content only one cache router which may be far from the original source. In Fig. 11a , K-split HR has a path stretch approximately 1.6 times that of CCN and 1.2 times that of TVDR. Thus, TVDR has the lower path stretch than K-split HR.
In Fig. 11b , CCN has the longest processing delay, which is approximately 24 times that of TVDR and 16 times that of K-split HR. Processing delay is influenced by the number of FIB lookups and the corresponding FIB lookup time along the route taken by the Interest packet.
Regarding the FIB lookups, Fig. 12a shows that CCN performs the worst because it needs to do the FIB lookup in every traversed router. K-split HR performs the best because it only needs to do two FIB lookups: 1) it obtains the route to the service router by checking the cache router's FIB, and 2) it gets the route to the original source from the service router's FIB. TVDR does not need to perform FIB lookup in every traversed router as well, since the next hop got from InterFIB or IntraFIB can be a non-adjacent router. However, TVDR forwards the Interest packet to the RVD level-by-level via the inter-domain route and obtains the desired content via the intra-domain route stored within the RVD. It looks up FIB for each Interest packet in the router which is either on the inter-domain route or resides in the RVD. Given that there is a two-level virtual domain structure maintained in the TVDR, it needs to look up InterFIB three times along the inter-domain route to the RVD at the worst case: 1) the router sending the Interest packet needs to check the FIB to be able to forward it to the root domain, 2) the root domain member that received the Interest packet needs to check the InterFIB to forward it to the Lv.1 domain to which the desired content belongs, and 3) the Lv.1 domain member looks up the InterFIB to forward the Interest packet to the RVD. It then looks up IntraFIB two times within the RVD to obtain the desired content when the RVD member, which receives the Interest packet from the upper domain member, is not the service router of the desired content. Thus, as shown in Fig. 12a , the average of FIB lookups for each Interest packet in TVDR is approximately 1.75 times that of K-split HR and 0.6 times that of CCN.
Moreover, since the FIB lookup time is related to the FIB size, CCN spends much more time to get the next hop than others (20 times that of TVDR and 4 times that of K-split HR) because it maintains much more FIB entries than others (see Fig. 7a ). Although the FIB entries maintained in TVDR are not much fewer than those in K-split HR, it manages FIB entries in hierarchical way. Comparing with K-split HR, which manages FIB entries in flat way, TVDR spends much less time to get the next hop. Thus, in despite of the fact that TVDR performs more FIB lookups than K-split HR along the route, it still has a shorter processing delay than K-split HR and CCN.
Consequently, although TVDR has a path stretch, it can decrease processing delay of Interest packet by reducing the number of FIB lookups and the FIB lookup time along the route.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed TVDR to address the scalability issue and improve cache utilization in CCN. To achieve domain-level name aggregation, we built a two-level virtual domain structure. To enhance cache utilization, TVDR caches contents within the RVD to reduce cache redundancy. It increases the cache hit rate by directing the Interest packet to the RVD. To further improve cache utilization, we introduced TVDR-membership to assign cache capacity. The simulation results show that TVDR effectively reduces the amount of FIB entries, improves cache utilization, and decreases the processing delay of Interest packet.
However, there are still some open issues, such as how to formulate the influence of the virtual domain structure on the FIB size and how to address the path stretch caused by forwarding the Interest packet based on virtual domain name. In our future work, we plan to further enhance the scalability of TVDR by optimizing the virtual domain structure and improve routing efficiency by alleviating the path stretch.
